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I. INTRODUCTION

1.0 Purpose of Study

During the past year the Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS) has

undertaken a comprehensive investigation of the region's taxi industry. The
purpose of this effort is to find ways that the taxi fleet and driver force can
be used more efficiently and effectively in the region's total transportation
system.

To guide the CATS study efforts two advisory committees of taxi officials
and operators were established, Suburban and Chicago. These groups meet
periodically to discuss problems, to advise staff on work that has been done,
and to suggest other issues that should be studied.

Problems with taxi operations at O'Hare International Airport were
frequently discussed by both committees, and it was agreed that an examination
of O'Hare should be conducted. Complaints about O'Hare came from several
sources. Suburban operators complain that they are allowed to take a passenger
to O'Hare, but cannot enter the taxi pool or pick up another passenger except
in response to a specific prearranged request. This results in a "deadhead"
return trip for most suburban taxis. Chicago operators complain that the taxi

pool has inadequate capacity. Complaints also come from taxi passengers: long
waiting times for taxis, price gouging and illegal soliciation by taxi and
livery operators, and serious traffic congestion problems. Some of these
complaints are addressed in this report.

The taxi advisory boards and CATS agreed that CATS would conduct a

feasibility analysis of a shared taxi riding program at O'Hare. In theory,
such a program increases driver productivity, vehicle efficiency, quality of
service to the passengers, and driver revenue. Increasing vehicle occupancy is

one objective of Transportation System Management, which focuses on increasing
the efficiency of the overall transportation system.

1.1 Background

The traffic circulation system that serves the passenger terminals is a

two- level roadway: upper level for departures and lower level for arrivals.
The upper level is a three lane road. The curb lane is designated for
unloading; however, all three lanes are frequently used for that purpose. This
results in serious congestion during peak usage times.

The lower level is comprised of an outer three lane road for passenger cars

and an inner two lane road for taxis, transit buses and various shuttle buses.
The two roads are separated by a sidewalk with periodic breaks to allow
vehicles to move between roads. See Figure 1.

Departing passengers that travel to O'Hare by private auto, taxi, or livery
use the upper level road. Dropoffs are allowed at any point along the road,
and, as mentioned before, all three lanes are frequently used for unloading.
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On the lower level, passenger cars and liveries load arriving passengers in

the three outer lanes. Each of the three terminals has a designated taxi stand
with a capacity of approximately 12 taxis, a public transit loading area, and

loading areas for Continental Transport and other airport buses in the two

inner lanes. Various car rental firms 3nd hotel shuttle buses stop anywhere in

these inner lanes when hailed, although they are supposed to stop only in

designated loading areas.

The taxi staging area, or "pool," is located behind the parking ramp. The

pool has a capacity of approximately 145 vehicles. The bus pool is located
next to the taxi pool. The livery pool is located beside the terminal entrance
roadway next to the general aviation terminal area. See Figure 2.

1.2 Operating Procedures for Chicago Licensed Taxi

The most effective way to describe taxi operations at O'Hare is to "follow"

a taxi through its routine from "drop off" to "pick up." This will show the

various mechanisms used to control taxis. It must be noted that suburban taxis

are prohibited from making pickups at O'Hare unless the trip is pre-arranged.
They cannot be staged in the pool or at taxi stands. Therefore, this section
applies only to Chicago taxis.

Upon entering O'Hare with a passenger the taxi must go to the upper level

roadway to drop off the passenger at the appropriate terminal. The taxi can

then exit O'Hare empty or enter the taxi pool before picking up a new
passenger. To enter the' pool the taxi proceeds past the terminals and turns
left at the first roadway. Road signs give directions to the pool.

The taxi pool has a capacity of approximately 145 vehicles. Often, just
before peak periods, the off street pool overflows and taxis queue in the left

lane on the roadway. A traffic sign marks the point beyond which taxis ar? not

allowed to queue on the roadway. (Several times, however, this queue was
observed to extend almost to Terminal Three.) Usually the police respond
rapidly by forcing the offending taxis to move. When this occurs the taxis
must circulate around the terminals resulting in more congestion or a deadhead
trip back to the City.

Taxis wait in the pool until called up by a starter at one of the
terminals. The starter at the terminal telephones the starter at the pool

requesting a specific number of taxis. The first cab in each line in the pool

is called up to the pool starter's booth where the driver is given a

color-coded ticket (different color each day). The ticket is stamped with the

time and the terminal number to which the taxi has been called. When the taxi

enters the taxi line at the terminal the driver gives the ticket to the
starter. This ticket system is used to prevent line jumping by drivers. It

ensures that the taxi did go through the pool.
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The taxi driver waits in line at the taxi stand until he is at the front of

the line where he picks up the next passenger, as directed by the starter. If

the passenger is going only a short distance (e.g., a nearby surburb) the
driver can request from the starter a time- stamped, short-trip ticket. If the
driver returns to O'Hare within 45 minutes, the ticket is presented to the pool
starter, and the taxi can enter a special short-haul line that is given
priority to return to the terminals for passengers. This is a means of making
up for a relatively low fare.

The length of time spent waiting in the pool varies considerably and
depends upon the demand for taxis. The drivers that work O'Hare are experi-
enced and know when the periods of peak demand occur. They try to arrive at

the pool an hour or two before the peak begins. Waiting times of up to 1 1/2

hours were observed during these prepeak periods. As demand increases the pool

empties until there is almost no wait at all. Frequently demand is far greater
than supply, so taxis arrive at the pool and are immediately dispatched to a

terminal. This usually occurs on weekday mornings and Sunday evenings when air

travel is highest.

Taxi operations at O'Hare are regulated from two sources: Chapter 28 of the
Municipal Code of Chicago (Public Passenger Vehicles, citywide regulation), and

the rules and regulations of public roadway traffic as set forth by the Chicago
Department of Aviation, which operates O'Hare.

The Municipal Code, Chapter 28 requires taxis to be licensed in order to
make pickups in the city, outlines safety and insurance requirements, sets
fares and fare collection procedures, prohibits group riding unless directed by

the first passenger, prohibits pickups by non-City licensed taxis in the city
unless requested in advance, prohibits drivers from refusing any person trans-
portation to any place within the city, and sets forth various administrative
regulations. A recently passed addition to Chapter 28 authorizes the Commis-
sioner of Consumer Services to allow shared taxi riding at his/her discretion.

Regarding airport taxi service (O'Hare and Midway), Chapter 28 provides the
following specific regulations:

. It is unlawful for any taxi driver to refuse
transportation to any person from these airports.

It is unlawful for any taxi not licensed by Chicago
to solicit or accept for transportation any
person(s) at these airports, except when a person
has previously by letter, telegram or telephone
specifically engaged a suburban taxi for
transportation to a suburb.

. The maximum fare in a City taxi from the airports
to one of twenty-five specifically named suburbs
that are located adjacent to Chicago will be the

amount shown on the meter. The maximum fare in a

City-taxi to any other suburb will be the meter
amount plus an additional sum equal to one-half
that meter amount.



The Commissioner of the Department of Aviation is authorized by Section
37-13-1 of the Chicago Municipal Code to set down rules and regulations that
govern various activities at O'Hare, including the operation of ground
transportation.

A set of public roadway traffic regulations has been promulgated by the
Commissioner. Included are the following rules:

. Public transportation roadway (two- lane inner road
on lower level) restricted to use only by public
passenger vehicles, transit buses, and hotel and

car rental courtesy buses.

. Dwell time at loading zones
Buses 10 min.

Courtesy Vehicles 5 min.
Chicago Liveries 15 min.

Suburban Liveries 5 min.
Shuttle Vehicles 5 min.

. Vehicles in loading zones should not obstruct
traffic flow.

. Various regulations on parking, stopping, or
standing vehicles along the lower roadway.

The following rules apply to Chicago taxis:

. All taxi passengers must be unloaded only on the
upper level roadway.

. No passengers may be loaded on the upper roadway.

. All Chicago taxis must go through the pool before
making a passenger pick-up.

. Drivers of taxis in the front of each line in the

pool must remain in their vehicles to avoid delays
in dispatching.

. Upon dispatch to a terminal the driver shall obtain

a time and date-stamped ticket and go to the
assigned terminal. Pick-ups are not allowed at

terminals other than the one assigned.

. Driver cannot make pick-ups until the taxi is in

the front of the taxi stand line.

. If unsure of the proper route or destination the

driver shall pull up, park and return to starter
for assistance.



. Driver cannot refuse to transport a passenger
assigned by the starter.

. Passenger may only be solicited when the driver is

behind the wheel of his taxi.

Suburban taxis must comply with the following rules:

. Passenger unloading only on upper roadway.

. No solicitation of passengers on airport premises.
No roof light or other indication that taxi is

available for hire is allowed.

. May use lower main roadway zones regulated by "No
Parking Any Time" signs for the loading of

passengers that made prior arrangements.

. Drivers may not be more than ten feet away from the
taxi while stopped in the "No Parking Any Time"
zone.

1.3 Livery Operations

Livery service is provided by about 300 Chicago licensed operators and
about 700 suburban operators. Fares for service are supposed to be negotiated
between the passenger and the operator prior to the start of the trip.

Livery trips must be arranged in advance, and the solicitation of

passengers at the airport is prohibited. Counter space and telephones, at

which trips can be arranged
;
are provided to livery operators.

When a trip is arranged at the counter the livery representative
communicates with a driver in the pool via walkie-talkie and gives the name of

the passenger and pick-up location.

The Chicago liveries are regulated by Chapter 28 of the Chicago Municipal
Code and the Public Roadway Traffic Regulations set forth by the Commissisoner
of Aviation. The following list of regulations explains the operations of
liveries at O'Hare:

. All Chicago and suburban liveries must unload
passengers only on the upper level roadway.

. All liveries must proceed to the livery pool if

arriving at the airport without passengers or after
dropping off a passenger and waiting to pick-up
another.

. The driver must wait in the pool until he has

determined that the passenger's flight has arrived.
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. The driver must have a filled out order ticket
providing the following information: company name,
vehicle number, terminal number, and passenger name
and destination.

. When exiting the pool to pick up a passenger the
driver must obtain a time and date stamp upon the
completed order ticket.

. Upon arrival at the loading zone the driver must
affix the order ticket on the driver's side of the
windshield. Chicago liveries are allowed to stand
unattended in the loading zone for 15 minutes.
Suburban liveries are allowed 5 minutes, but the
driver must stay by the car.

. When two Chicago livery cars are needed for an

order both can be parked in the loading zone;
however, one of the drivers must stay by the cars.

. When three or more Chicago livery cars are needed
specific prior loading arrangements must be made
with the police. Only two of the drivers are
permitted to leave their cars to enter the terminal.

It is unlawful for any person to solicit passengers
for transportation in a livery vehicle from the
airport.

If a livery cannot load within the allowed time
limit, the drivers must re-circulate on the roadway
system and re-stamp the order ticket prior to
returning to the loading zone.

Suburban livery operators are not allowed to be

more than 10 feet away from their car while stopped
in the loading zone. They must not go inside the
terminal or on the adjacent sidewalk.

1.4 Taxi and Livery Regulations Violations and Taxi Complaints

Data on the violation of the taxi and livery regulations at O'Hare was
obtained from the City of Chicago Public Vehicle License Commission for the
period June 1976 through December 1979. (Data for October 1977 was missing.)

During that 3 1/2 year period a total of 9863 violations were recorded.
Over 45% of the violations were of the taxi pool procedures, including driving
(changing lanes), leaving the pool, and misuse of short trip ticket. Accepting
or discharging passengers in prohibited areas accounted for over 35% of the

violations. Refusal to transport a passenger accounted for 3.7% of the

violations, illegal solicitation of passengers for 3.1%, fare violations for

0.4%, and traffic violations for 5.7%. The distribution of violations by type
is shown in Figure 3.
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Data on citywide (including O'Hare) taxi complaints for the period
1976-1979 was obtained from the Chicago Commissioner of Consumer Service.
During that period a total of 5184 complaints were registered. Over 30% of all

complaints were fare related: overcharges, meter -tampering, etc. Another 32%
were for refusal to carry a passenger. Over 20% of the complaints were for
discourtesy. The percentage distribution of type of complaints is shown in

Figure 4.

The O'Hare violation data and citywide complaint data could not be directly
compared. However, it is interesting to note that while the public appears
most concerned about fare and service refusal problems, the O'Hare authorities
concentrate on procedural violations, which are most easily monitored. This is

because pool procedures can be easily observed by police officers and
violations readily verified. All that is required is for the officer to write
a ticket. For fare, refusal, or soliciting violations to be upheld the

passenger must testify in court, which is often difficult to arrange. Also,
the officers and judges may be less familiar with these regulations than the

procedural and traffic laws.
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II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

2.0 Introduction

This section presents several operational problems that exist at O'Hare.
These problems were observed by staff during several data collection periods in

July and August 1980.

Manual counts of taxi vehicles and occupancies were taken on weekdays and
Sundays. Samples were taken of taxi waiting times in the taxi pool and of
personal waiting time by passengers at the taxi stands. Taxi volumes through
the pool were also recorded. Passengers queued at the stands were surveyed to
find their destinations. Also, observations were made of the general traffic
operations on the lower level roadway. Thus, problems associated with the
operation of transit buses and various courtesy vehicles were identified. In

addition, multimodal problems (e.g., buses blocking taxi stands, etc.) were
identified.

2.

1

Traffic Problems

Observations of the lower level roads indicated several major traffic
problems. On the three-lane outer roadway congestion appears to be caused by
livery vehicles waiting for pick-ups. There are designated livery stands where
liveries can load prearranged trips. The liveries are supposed to wait in the

livery pool, then proceed to the stand where the vehicle can be left unattended
while the driver meets the passengers. Chicago liveries can be left unattended
for up to 15 minutes, whereas suburban liveries can be left for only five
minutes.

In actuality many liveries "cruise" the lower level or stand in the outer
road waiting to pick-up passengers that have been* solicited by livery
personnel. (Solicitation by livery operators is prohibited by the Municipal
Code of Chicago, Section 28-19.2.) Livery trips are supposed to be arranged
for in advance by telephone, letter, or at the livery booth in the terminal.
However, livery operators often solicit passengers outside the lower level

terminal doors, and from the taxi lines, then escort the passenger to a waiting
vehicle or hail a "cruising" vehicle by walkie-talkie. This is especially
prevalent during peak periods, such as Sunday evening.

Sample counts of liveries waiting for passengers on a Sunday night showed

as many as 15 to 17 liveries parked in two of the three outer road lanes. This
effectively left only one lane for other traffic during a high volume period.

The inner roadway also becomes seriously congested during peak periods.
Frequently, as many as 15 taxicabs are queued at the stand, with a' continuous
turnover of taxis entering and leaving the queue. By standing in the curb lane

these taxis effectively eliminate that lane for use by other vehicles.

At Terminals 2 and 3 the public transit bus stop is immediately in front of

the taxi stand. When more than one bus is loading, the taxi stand is blocked
so that taxis cannot leave until a bus moves forward.
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The Continental Transport loading area is approximately 100-150 feet from
the front of the taxi stand. Frequently, however, as many as four Continental
buses arrive together, two of which can fit into the curbside lane and two of

which stand in the other lane waiting to load. This results in a total closure,
of the road for periods of 10-15 minutes. At such times taxis are unable to
leave the stand.

The major car rental companies operate shuttle buses between the terminals
and the remote rental lots. These vans and buses also use the inner road,

stopping anywhere when hailed. Many of the hotels located near O'Hare and
resorts throughout the region also operate shuttles that use the inner road. A

designated loading area serves these vehicles. During a one-hour period on a

weekday morning, a total of 50 car rental and hotel shuttles were counted.
Most were nearly empty.

In summary, during peak periods (Sunday nights and weekday mornings) the
lower level roads frequently break down. The inner road is severely congested
due to higher vehicle volumes and the mix of varying vehicles types and loading
characteristics. Buses loading 40-50 passengers and baggage can block both
lanes for 10-15 minutes if the bus is not curbed. Shuttle buses stopping
anywhere and taxis entering and leaving the stands further congest the road.

Cruising and standing liveries create congestion on the outer road.

2.2 Taxicab and Passenger Problems

The previous section mentioned the problem of taxis exiting the stands
being blocked by buses. This .affects the taxi passengers by restricting the
flow of taxis through the stand, thereby reducing the number of available
taxis. During sample counts the average passenger waiting time was 12.0
minutes and ranged from 8 to 19 minutes. On Sunday evenings, waits of almost
an hour were also observed. Waiting times were highest in those instances when
the stand was blocked by buses and when there were no vacant taxis on the
airport property.

A major problem is the fluctuating supply of taxis during peak periods.
This results from varying demand. As several planes or a jumbo jet arrive
together the demand for taxis increases beyond the taxi supply. The taxi

starter at each stand is responsible for ordering taxis from the pool, as well

as managing loadings and collecting taxi pool time tickets. In general, the
starters are able to keep up with the demand. Periodically, however, the taxi

pool empties and no taxis are available. On one weekday morning over 60
persons were queued at the stand, and no taxis were available at the stand or

the pool. Such conditions were also observed on Sunday evenings.

On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 1.2, taxi supply is sometimes
much greater than demand. This usually occurs just prior to periods of high
demand. The taxi drivers enter the pool with the expectation of waiting up to

1 1/2 hours before being dispatched to a terminal. When demand is very high,

such as Sunday evenings, the totally full pool can empty within 30 minutes.
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The drivers are willing to spend up to 1 1/2 hours waiting in the pool
because they perceive the economic benefits (generally high fares from the
airport) to be greater than the costs (time spent without a passenger). An
analysis of the economics of "sitting empty" in the pool includes the following
factors:

1) expected fare derived from airport trip

2) operating costs (fuel, etc.) of deadheading from
airport to another pick-up

3) expected fare derived from that other trip.

Over 30% of taxi trips originating at O'Hare have destinations near
downtown Chicago and the Near North. The taxi fares to these locations from
O'Hare are usually between

444^-J>18.
These areas along the lake are also the

most popular with taxi driverstTTaT~cruise for pick-ups. A taxi that leaves
O'Hare empty would probably head in that general direction to cruise. The cost
of deadheading to one of these areas (assuming a 15 mile trip at 434 per mile)
would be $6.45v'). That trip would take approximately 20 to 30 minutes
during which the vehicle would be running empty.

The expected fare from a pick-up in the Loop and Near North is about $2.50
to $4.00. The driver could make possibly 2 or 3 such trips in the time that
would- have been spent in the O'Hare taxi pool. Therefore, the driver would
earn between $5.00 and $12.00 after spending $6.45 deadheading from O'Hare, a

potential loss of $1.45. By staying in the O'Hare taxi pool he has a good
chance of earning $14—$18.

Another passenger problem is the lack of suburban taxi service. A recent
survey of airline passengers whose air trips originated at O'Hare showed that
approximately 60% of the passengers came to O'Hare from a suburban location.

It is assumed that most of these passengers would also have suburban
destinations when they return to O'Hare. However, a survey of taxi riders at

O'Hare showed that only 36% had suburban destinations.

Presently, taxi passengers going to a suburban location must either arrange
the trip in advance with a suburban taxi company or take a City of Chicago taxi

and pay a fare equal to 1 1/2 half times the meter reading.

Arranging a suburban taxi trip can often be difficult, particularly for

persons who are unfamiliar with the region. If a suburban taxi is called after
the passenger arrives at O'Hare there is sometimes a long wait because the taxi

may have to be dispatched to O'Hare from its home base. Often the driver and
passenger can't find each other in the crowd.

(1) Per mile cost based on an average daily mileage of 141 miles, a daily
lease rate of $43, fuel consumption of 10 miles per gallon, and gas cost

of $1.25 per gallon. Total daily cost is $60.63. Average cost per mile
is $.43.
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If the passenger takes a Chicago taxi the fare is usually very high
because of the additional 50% charge, since the Chicago taxi must, in most
cases, deadhead back to O'Hare. In many instances a trip to a suburb is very
short; a very small return for up to a 2 hour wait in the staging area. Even
with the short haul line provided in the pool, such trips are unpopular among
the drivers and they often result in a haggle between the driver and the taxi

2.3 Livery Problems

In addition to the traffic congestion created by liveries, the suburban
livery operators are a particularly bothersome problem at O'Hare. Because many
persons who use O'Hare are there for the first time or are unfamiliar with and
uninformed about taxi and livery fares and procedures, they are easy prey for
suburban livery operators. An example was observed during data collection by

CATS staff. A young woman was going to the Marriott Hotel on Michigan Avenue
in Chicago. As she waited in the taxi line she was approached by a suburban
livery operator who told her he would take her there for $20; "much cheaper
than a taxi." She went and was group loaded with several other persons.

That suburban livery operator broke at least two Chicago laws: 1) taxi

and livery operators cannot solicit passengers at O'Hare, and 2) suburban taxi

and livery operators cannot carry intra-Chicago trips.

Besides, the woman could have received higher quality service (exclusive)
at lower or equal cost in a taxi.

Soliciation is difficult to enforce for the following reasons:

1. The passenger often will not come to court to testify.

2. Testimony by a police officer that he "overheard" a

solicitation is often thrown out as evidence.

3. Suburban livery cases are usually heard by traffic court

judges who are unfamiliar with the Chicago taxi and

1 i very 1 aws

.

4. The punishment for a suburban livery violation is

usually a relatively small fine.

A day spent in the livery court revealed that even those few livery
violators that are ticketed and charged face very low fines. The average fine
handed down was only $35 on the day a CATS staff person observed the court
proceedings. Such low fines are not a significant deterrent to a livery
operator who can make between $200 and $400 a day.

Most livery passengers do not realize that the livery fare is negotiable.

Thus, a livery operator can legally charge any fare that a passenger is willing
to pay.

A more serious situation can arise when livery operators tell a passenger
one fare when loading, then increase that fare (often double) when they arrive
at the destination. Stories of baggage held hostage are not uncommon.
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Passengers have little recourse because many liveries are not licensed by
any municipality. The City of Chicago has little control over suburban livery
operators, because the City does not license them. As previously noted, small

fines have almost no effect on a livery operator who in one day can make over
ten times the amount of the fine.

We also note that few of those problems arise from Chicago liveries,
because the City can suspend their licenses for a day, a week, etc. This is a

much more powerful deterrent than a fine.
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III. FEASIBILITY OF TAXI GROUP LOADING

3.0 Introduction

One of the tasks of this study is to examine the feasibility of a taxi

group loading program at O'Hare. Such a program is attractive from several

viewpoints.

Taxi drivers are now facing increasing operating costs (fuel, etc.) and
have recently experienced an increase in the daily lease rate. 'Vbout 80% of

the Chicago drivers lease their vehicles from one of the taxi companies.) As

costs rise drivers must work longer hours to make money. Usually the taxi

companies request fare increases to keep pace with rising costs.

Shared taxi riding and group loading can result in more efficient
utilization of the existing taxi fleet, higher driver productivity and
revenues, and decreases in fuel consumption and air pollutant emissions. For

passengers such programs can provide lower per person fares and increased
availability of taxis.

At least two major U.S. airports have implemented successful shared taxi
riding programs and have reported positive response by drivers and riders.

3.

1

Potential for Taxi Group Loading

A taxi rider destination survey was used to determine the potential for a

successful group loading program for trips originating at O'Hare.

Approximately 64% of the riders had destinations in Chicago and 36% had
destinations in the suburbs. Almost 30% of the' riders were going to the

Chicago Loop/Near North areas. The large suburbs near O'Hare (Des Plaines,
Park Ridge, Mount Prospect, and Arlington Heights) accounted for 11% of all the

destinations.

As each rider was questioned the time of the interview was recorded. The
responses were then grouped into 15-minute time periods (e.g., ^:00 - 4:15 Pi!,

4:15 - 4:30 Pil, etc.). This ensured a maximum waiting time of 15 minutes for
any rider.

Within each 15-minute period all riders having similar destinations were
counted. A broad definition of similar destinations was required due to the
frequent general response by riders when asked their destination. Common
responses indicated a Chicago neighborhood, such "Loop" or "Near North," or a

suburban municipality. The destinations were, therefore, grouped by city
neighborhood or suburb.

It was found that approximately 60% of the riders were matchable. That is,

60% of persons surveyed arrived at the taxi stand within 15 minutes of at least

one other person who was going to the same general destination.

The 60% figure represents the maximum percentage of all riders that could
participate in a group loading. However, it is unreasonable to assume that all

these riders would participate. For the purposes of this study two
participation rates were analyzed -20& and 50% of all taxi riders.
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Vv V. Various estimates of total annual taxi trips from O'Hare range from 511,000
to 810,000. At the current 1_,44 av/praqp nrgi panr-y rat.p thpsp figures translate
to a range of 735,840 to 1,166,400 annual person trips by taxi from O'Hare.
For analysis purposes it is assumed that 750,000 annual taxi trips originate^at^
O'Hare carrying a total of 1,080,000 persons.

individual shared trips that could have been formed during
each 15-minute period of the destination survey was necessary to determine
average occupancy of the shared trips. For example, some destinations during a

given period had 8 or 10 persons assigned to it. A maximum of 4 'persons can be

comfortably loaded into one taxi - three in the back sent and one in the front.
So, two or three taxis would have been needed for some destinations. Had the
surveyed riders actualy been matched, the average occupancy would have been 2.6

persons per taxi.

Table 3.1 summarizes the estimates of annual taxi group loading
participation for the 20% and 50% rates. The table also shows the estimated
annual reduction in taxi vehicle trips that would result from the program. The

2.6 shared riding average occupancy derived from the destination survey and a

3.0 occupancy were used to calculate the number of shared vehicles. The 3.0
average occupancy represents the maximum probable rate that could be expected.

Table 3.1

Estimated Annual Shared Riding Taxi Passengers

Current Taxi Vehicle Trips

Current Taxi Passengers

# of Shared Riders

# of Shared Taxi Vehicles

# of NonSharing Passengers

# of NonSharing Vehicle Trips

Total Taxi Vehicle Trips

Reduction in Vehicle Trips
with Shared Riding Program

The maximum participation rate (50%) and vehicle occupancy (3.0 persons per

vehicle) would result in 540,000 persons sharing taxis annually. The number of

total taxi vehicle trips from O'Hare would annually decrease 195,000, a 26%

reduction from present. In a 365 day year this translates to a daily vehicle

trip reduction of 534, from 2054 to 1520.
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750,000

50%

750,000

1,080,000

216,000

1,080,000

540,000

3.0 occ. -

2.6 occ. -

72,000
83,076

180,000
207,692

864,000 540,000

600,000 375,000

3.0 occ. -

2.6 occ. -

672,000
683,076

555,000
582,692

3.0 occ. -

2.6 occ. -
78,500
66,924

(10.6%)
(8.9%)

195,000 (26%)
167,308 (22.3%)
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The lower participation rate (20%) and occupancy (2.6) would result in

216,000 participants and a reduction in annual vehicle trips of 66.924, an 8.97
decrease. The daily reduction would be 183, from 2054 to 1871.

The reduction in annual vehicle trips would result in commensurate
reductions in air pollution emissions and fuel consumption. To estimate air
quality benefits the following assumptions were made:

64% of the trip destinations were Chicago and 36% were suburban
(based on the CATS destination surveys taken for this study).

Chicago trips average 14.3 miles in length, and suburban trips
average 8.5 miles in length (1970 estimates from 1976 NIPC report
Taxicab and Dial-a-Bus: Demand Actuated Transportation in N.E.

Illinois ."*)

Average speed of all trips is 35 mph (based on analysis of CATS 1980
travel time data).

Given the above assumptions the annual vehicle miles travelled of the
195,000 taxi trips is 2,381,340, and of the 66,924 trips is 817,273 miles.
Elimination of these trips would result in the following annual auto emission
reductions:

195,000 trips 66,924 trips

. Nonmethane hydrocarbons 7.15 tons 2.42 tons

. Carbon Monoxide 52.28 tons 17.69 tons

. Oxides of Nitrogen 7.28 tons 2.46 tons

The annual fuel savings of the 195,000 reduction in trips would be

approximately 220,000 gallons. This assumes an average fuel consumption rate
of 10 miles per gallon for Chicago taxis and 14 miles per gallon for suburban
taxis. For the 66,294 trips the fuel savings would be approximately 75,900
gallons.

In summary, the analysis suggests that a taxi group loading program at

O'Hare has the potential to alleviate some of the problems discussed previously
and provide energy and air quality benefits.

3.2 Shared Taxi Riding in Other Cities

Two major U.S. airports currently have taxi group loading programs - Logan
in Boston and La Guardia in New York. At Logan a person who wants to share a

ride calls a central control office. The staff there records the desired
destination and the terminal from which the call is placed. The staff then
tracks the destinations on a zone map to match riders. The maximum waiting
time for a rider is 15 minutes, after which the rider is guaranteed a half-fare
ride even if riding alone.

Over 115 towns are served by Boston's Share-A-Cab program. Fares are
generally about 50% of the normal fare. Taxis are charged a fee of .50 cents
to enter either the regular or Share-A-Cab pool at the airport.
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The Group Ride Taxi Service at La Guardia serves trips to three zones in
Manhattan. Groups must consist of at least three and no more than four riders.
Flat rates per rider are charged: $5.00 to one of the zones and $6.00 to the
other two zones. Fares are collected by a dispatcher at the taxi stand who
keeps $1.00 of every fare (for his wage) and pays the driver the remainder in

cash before the trip starts. During the first three months of operation in
fall 1979 over 15,000 passengers used the program.

3.3 Options for Taxi Group Loading at O'Hare

3.3.1 Option 1 - Zonal Fares and Destinations

This option would provide shared riding to specified zones at specified
flat fares. In the initial phase of the program only those zones with the
highest percentage of destinations would be served. These areas and their
boundaries are listed below. Also, see Map 1.

Loop - Chicago River on north and west
Michigan Avenue on east
9th Street and Roosevelt Road on south

Near North - Chicago River on south
Oak Street on north

Wells Street on west
Lake Shore Drive on east

Gold Coast - North Avenue on north
Oak Street on south

Lake Michigan on east
Wells Street on west

These zones were selected because they are the destinations of over 30% of

all O'Hare origin taxi trips. The program could be expanded to other zones -

city or suburban - if warranted.

The per person fares to the three zones would be:

Loop $11.00 per person
Near North $11.00 per person
Gold Coast $11.00 per person

The shared ride taxi fares were derived from an analysis of passenger
savings and driver income producing properties of several fare rates. It was
determined that a shared ride fare that equals 60-70% of the exclusive ride
fare provides a significant savings to passengers and a reasonable increase in

driver revenue.

The $11 shared rider fare offers a savings of 31% compared to the average
$16 exclusive fare to the three zones.

Table 3.2 illustrates the driver revenue received from the average single
passenger exclusive ride fare and shared rides of two and three passengers.
Also shown are the percentage increases of shared ride revenue over the

exclusive ride revenue. It is important to remember that the driver's

operating costs are the same for exclusive and shared ride trips.
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Table 3.2

Comparison of Driver Revenues

Exclusive vs. Shared Ride

Shared Ride

Exclusive Two % Three %
Zone Ride Passengers Increase Passengers Increase

Loop $16.00 22.00 37.5 33.00 106

Near North $16.00 22.00 37.5 33.00 106

Lincoln Park $16.00 22.00 37.5 33.00 106

The total revenue receivable from the shared riders is significantly higher
than the exclusive ride revenue. The three passenger shared trips result in

over twice the revenue of the exclusive ride trips. These economic benefits
provide a powerful incentive for taxi drivers to participate in the group
loading program.

The shared ride fares would apply to persons sharing a taxi to different
destinations within the same zone or to different zones. If two or more
persons in the group loading queue are going to the same address the taxi
starter should inform them that sharing an exclusive ride taxi as a single
party would be cheaper than paying the shared taxi fare. For example, two
persons in an exclusive ride taxi would split the meter fare plus the
additional rider charge of .50 cents. So, for a Loop trip they would split a

fare of approximately $16.50, a per person fare of $8.25. This procedure works
well in the LaGuardia shared ride service.

A group loading taxi stand with space for at least two taxis should be

separated from the existing exclusive ride stand. This will make the group
loading stand more visible and identifiable and, therefore, easier for the

public to find. Also, signs should be placed inside the terminal to direct
interested parties to the stand. At the stand signs should indicate the zonal

fares and provide other pertinent information.

The group loading starter will be on duty from 6 A.M. to 10 A.M. and 4 P.M.

to 8 P.M. Monday through Friday and noon to 10 P.M. on Sundays. At other times
the starter at the regular stand can load shared trips.

Providing space on the lower level roadway for the new taxi stand will

require the relocation of existing loading areas. Two options exist. One is

to move the Continental Air Transport and public transit bus loading areas
closer to the end of the terminal. This would provide almost 100 feet in front
of the present taxi stand where a new group loading stand could be located.

Another option is to relocate the public transit bus stop to the upper
level roadway. This would make available approximately 50-75 feet of curb lane
for a group loading taxi stand in front of the existing stand.
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The group loading program would be voluntary for taxi drivers. Some type

of control is necessary to ensure that those drivers who want to offer group
loading do not get stuck in the middle of the taxi pool and, on the other hand,

do not overload the group loading stand. This can be accomplished by

designating a portion of the existing taxi pool for use only Ly group loading.
At first, one or two lanes should be so designated. Later, if demand for group
loading is great, additional lanes could be made available. Figure 5

illustrates how the pool would be divided.

A retractable gate and automatic ticket dispenser would be placed at the
front of each group taxi lane. The pool starter would release the gate to

allow taxis to leave the pool area and take a ticket.

Group taxis would be dispatched from the pool by essentially the same
procedure as exclusive ride taxis are. The starter at the group loading stand

: would call the pool starter to request taxis. The starter would release the
gate and the driver would receive a time, date and terminal stamped ticket.
This ticket would necessarily be a different color than the exclusive ride
ticket or have a distinctive symbol to distinguish it from the other ticket.
The driver would then proceed to the assigned taxi stand and present the ticket
to the starter. The taxi would move through the queue until it is first in

line, and the starter would load a group that he had previously matched.

The destination zones we nave recommended are commonly known, making it

easy for the starters to match the riders. The starter would ask each person
or party their destination and match them accordingly. Passengers having
destinations in different zones could be matched if all agree. The group ride

starter would be paid 31.00 cash for each rider by the taxi driver when the

taxi is loaded. This procedure has worked well at LaGuardia. When the group
ride starter is off duty the exclusive ride starter will load the trips and

receive the $1.00 per person payment.

If not paid directly by the drivers then the starter would have to be paid

by Yellow or Checker companies or the Chicago Department of Aviation. An

alternative is to institute a taxi fee or license to be paid by all taxis

entering the taxi pool to cover the costs of starters at the terminals and the

pool. A phone survey of the country's nine largest airports found that eight
imposed some type of fee for taxis operating at the airport. (See Section 4

for this Recommendation.)

A minimum of two riders per taxi would be required for the flat fare to

apply. A maximum of three riders per taxi would be allowed. Two riders in a

taxi would wait no more than ten minutes for a third rider. If within that

time a third passenger is not added then the taxi would depart with the two
riders. The driver would iiave the option of waiting the ten minutes for a

third rider or departing with two riders immediately.

3.3.2 Option 2 - Shared Ride Fares as Portion of Meter Amount

In this option the destinations to which riders can share a taxi could be

either limited to specified areas (as in Option 1) or unlimited. The CATS taxi

destination surveys at O'Hare showed that \/ery few riders could be matched
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Figure 5 O'HARE TAXI STAGING AREA
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during some 15-minute period to destinations other than the Chicago Loop, Near

North, and Lincoln Park areas. Areas with limited potential as group loading

destinations are the Lakeview neighborhood of Chicago and the suburbs of Des

Plaines, Evanston and Skokie.

Initially the destinations for group loading under Option 2 would include
the Chicago Loop, Near North, and Gold Coast areas described in Option 1.

Other areas could be added later.

The fares to these areas would be derived from the amount shown on the
taximeter at the end of the trip and the number of passengers in the cab at the
start of the trip. Such a fare structure was used by Chicago taxis for trips

from O'Hare during the Continental Air Transport strike in October 1979. The

Chicago Department of Consumer Sales developed the fares on the following
basis:

# of

passengers

2

3

% of meter amount
paid by each rider

70% to 61%
50% to 42/o

The fare schedule was distributed to drivers and riders on a printed card.

If passengers were going to different addresses they each paid the fare
according to the meter amount at the time they disembarked. The printed fare
schedule eliminated the problem of passengers having to decide among themselves
the fare that each would have to pay.

That fare structure developed by Chicago should be used for the Option 2

group loading. Table 3.3 shows this fare structure.

Table 3.3

and there are
3 passengers
your fare is

$1.00
1.20

1.50
1.80

2.10
2.40
2.70
3.00
3.25
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
12.00

14.00

Option 2 Shared Taxi Ridinc

If the and there are
meter 2 pa ssengers
reads your fare is

Under $2.00 $1.00
2.00 to 2.50 1.60

2.55 to 3.00 2.00
3.05 to 3.50 2.40

3.55 to 4.00 2.80
4.05 to 4.50 3.20
4.55 to 5.00 3.60
5.05 to 6.00 4.00
6.05 to 7.00 4.80
7.05 to 8.00 5.60
8.05 to 9.00 6.40
9.05 to 10.00 7.20
10.05 to 12.00 7.50
12.05 to 14.00 8.40
14.05 to 16.00 9.80
16.05 to 18.00 11.20
18.05 to 20.00 12.60
20.05 to 24.00 14.00
24.05 to 28.00 16.80
28.05 to 32.00 19.60
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This fare structure encourages larger groups to share a taxi, because as

the passenger load increases the per person fare decreases and the driver's
revenue increases. Thus, the program is attractive to drivers and riders
alike. Also, the fares account for the unique time and mileage characteristics
of each trip because they are derived from the meter reading.

The taxi pool, loading area, group matching, public information, minimum
and maximim loads, and waiting times that were recommended in Option 1 are also
recommended for Option 2. In both options provisions must be made for separate
pool lanes and taxi stands.

Under Option 2 the taxi starter at the group loading stand would have to be

paid by one of the taxi companies, the City of Chicago, or via funds collected
from a taxi fee.

A copy of the printed fare schedule would be posted in each taxi to avoid
fare discrepancies and possible fare gouging by some drivers. The passenger
must know how the fare has been computed.

Information signs at the taxi stand should briefly explain what areas are

served and give estimated fares for trips to particular destinations.

3.4 Comparison of Options One and Two

Service Area

Initially, both options would provide service to the same destination
zones: Loop, Near North, and Gold Coast. Others could be added later under
either option, although more easily under Option 2.

Fares

Doth options offer significant fare savings to passengers and revenue
increases to drivers.

Option 1 provides a flat, oredetermined fare of $11.00 to each zone. This

is about 30% less than the single passenger exclusive ride fare.

A major advantage of the flat fare is that it is known in advance of the

trip. It is thought that many people do not use taxis because of the
uncertainty about how much the fare will be. This element of the unknown is

eliminated by the flat fare. This factor and the fare savings will probably
result in increased taxi usage. The flat fare also eliminates the potential

passenger complaint of being charged (although at a discount) for a deviation
taken to drop off another passenger.

The fares in Option 2 are determined at the passengers' destinations by

using the taximeter amount and the chart fares shown in Table 3.3. These
fares offer savings between 30% and 67% of the single passenger exclusive

fares, but do not provide the level of driver revenue increases that would
result from the Option 1 fares.
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The Option 2 fares are derived from the meter reading and, therefore, the
uncertainty mentioned above still exists. The fares would more accurately
reflect the mileage and time characteristics that are unique to each trip.

Such a fare allows program expansion to virtually any point in the six-county
area.

Operating Procedures

Both options would operate with the same procedures for queueing in the

taxi pool, loading at the stand, minimum and maximum loads, and waiting times
for additional passengers.

3.5 Questions and Issues on Taxi Group Loading

There are many practical questions surrounding taxi shared riding and group
loading that have restrained its acceptance. Fortunately, other U.S. airports
have initiated such services, and we can address these questions and issues
based on their experiences.

. Will an exclusive taxi be available on demand?

Yes. The group loading service is only an option that
offers lower fares than exclusive service. It can also
result in shorter waiting times at the taxi stand.
Exclusive ride service will be available at all times

just as it is now. In order to exercise the group
loading option passengers will have to join a seperate
taxi line.

Will loading of strangers increase the risk of crime ?

In areas where shared riding is common there has been no

reported increase in taxi related crime. In fact, group
loading could provide greater protection under the old
maxim of "safety in numbers."

Will passengers argue over the fare ?

This has not been observed in other cities as long as

the fare is predetermined and known by each passenger as

it is in this program.

Will drivers resent "load stealing" by another driver
who group loads passengers who otherwise would have used
several taxis ?

In an open choice program, such as the one we have
suggested, this is not a problem. All drivers have the
option of entering the shared ride lanes in the pool or

of getting into an exclusive ride lane.
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Will a group loading program be too confusing to the
public ?

Any innovative program will require public education,
which can be achieved through newspapers, press
releases, information signs in taxis and at the
airports, brochures, etc. It has been found that the
public is especially quick to learn about a bargain.
Newcomers to New York, Boston and Washington airports
quickly learn about the shared ride programs there, and
regularly use them.

What if only one individual comes to the group loading
line ?

That passenger will have the following options:

1) wait for another passenger to share the ride with,

2) go to the exclusive ride stand,

3) negotiate a fare with the shared ride taxi driver

Won't such a program result in an imbalance of taxi

supply, since fewer taxis will be carrying the same
number of riders (or more) that presently use taxis ?

A successful program should increase taxi occupancy,
thereby lowering the number of taxis needed to carry a

given number of riders. This could result in an

oversupply of taxis in the pool. However, most Chicago
taxi drivers will quickly perceive changes in waiting
time in the pool and make a decision to either deadhead
from the airport to some other location or to wait in

the pool. In other words, an oversupply situation would
be naturally resolved by the drivers.

Won't it be cheaper for a couple, or two friends, to

take an exclusive cab ?

Yes. The key uistinc cion is: are tne two individuals

going to different destinations. If they are going to

the same destination, exclusive riding will be cheaper.
Such information should be posted on signs, and starters
should direct such parties to the exclusive line. Such

direction by New York starters was observed to be

routine at La Guard i a.

What if all the cab drivers want to enter the group
loading lane in the pool ?

As pointed out before the drivers are quick to recognize
the profits or losses associated with waiting in the

pool. After a short period of adjustment they will be

better able to decide whether to wait in the group
loading lane or enter the exclusive lanes. The demand
for exclusive service will still be great, and taxis
will be needed to provide it. If demand for the shared
ride service increases dramatically then additional
lanes can be designated in the pool.
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IV. Taxi Group Loading Recommendations

4.1 Option 1 Recommended

It is recommended that Option 1 be implemented for the following reasons:

1. The flat zonal fare is the easiest to administer and

collect and eliminates the uncertainty associated with
the metered fare.

2. The fare structure provides a significant savings to

passengers and reasonable increase in driver revenues.

4.2 Implementation Recommendations

1. The program will be initiated on a six-month trial basis
at Terminal 3. The six-month period is adequate to

analyze the impacts of the service and to make any

necessary adjustments. If the program is successful,
similar loading areas may be initiated at Terminals 1

and 2.

By initially limiting the service to Terminal 3 it can

be better controlled. A separate loading area and

starter booth will be less costly to provide at one
terminal than at all terminals. Passengers at other
terminals can be informed of the program by signs

directing them to Terminal 3.

2. A group loading taxi stand, separate from the existing
exclusive ride stand, will be created using one of the

options already discussed.

3. Information signs will be posted in all terminals and

provide the following information:

. Fares

. Destination zone boundaries

. Outline maps of zones

. Loading area location

. Examples of fare savings

. Waiting time and loading restrictions

. A complaint telephone number

5. The outer lanes of the taxi pool, on the side opposite
the existing short trip lane, will be designated for
taxi drivers who wish to offer group loading service.

At the front of the lane a lift gate and automatic
ticket dispenser (similar to those found in the O'Hare
parking ramps) will be installed. The gate will be

controlled by the pool starter, so the necessary wiring,
controls, etc. must also be installed prior to service
implementation. Also the color-coded tickets will be

designed and printed by that time. Depending on demand
for group loading service additional lanes can be added
for group loading vehicles in the staging area.
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6. Because this is a new concept for Chicago taxi users a

public education and information campaign should be
initiated at least one week prior to service
implementation. It should include:

. Press releases to all media

. Brochures distributed at O'Hare ticket counters,
traveller's aid booth, by taxi starters and drivers,
and at hotels, public buildings entertainment centers,
and other transportation facilities.

. Information signs in terminals and at existing taxi

stands as described in Recommendation 3.

7. A training session for the taxi drivers and starters
will be held to explain the program, fare structure,
operating procedures, taxi pools operations, and all

facets of the service. This will be best handled by
taxi company personnel.

8. A similar training session will be given for the O'Hare
Police Division, facilitating effective enforcement of

program regulations.

4.3 Service Evaluation

During the six-month trail period the Office of Commissioner of Consumer
Service and CATS will be responsible for collecting and evaluating several
types of information to determine the impacts of the shared taxi riding
service.

Driver revenue will be surveyed to determine the program's impact on

driver
income.

Taxi occupancy will be examined to estimate the program's impact on
vehicle
utilization and efficiency.

Complaint data will be studied.

User attitudes will be surveyed to determine impacts on taxi riders.

Waiting times for taxis in the pool and passengers at the stand will be

sampled.
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V. Other Recommendations

5.0 Introduction

A number of problems and issues were raised concerning suburban taxi and

livery services, congestion problems, etc. at O'Hare. This section addresses
those problems and offers recommendations to alleviate them.

5.1 Enforcement of Livery Regulations

Two problems seemed to underlie the O'Hare livery problem. (1) Passengers'

lack of knowledge of comparative fare structures or procedures for dealing with

liveries and (2) lack of effective recourse on punishing liveries for rule
violation. We thus make the following three recommendations.

1. License all commercial passenger carriers wishing to

conduct business at O'Hare. The license would be a

special O'Hare Airport use license only. All rules

banning suburban carriers from carrying intra-Chicago
trips would still apply.

2. Establish transportation information booths, staffed by

city paid personnel. These individuals would provide
information on available ground transportation, how and

where to get it and comparative costs of the modes.

(Such information is now provided haphazardly by taxi

and bus starters when they aren't busy.) The

information person would also receive complaints.

An option to separate booths is to utilize the existing
traveller's aid booths. In this case additional signs

would be needed to indicate that transportation
information can be obtained there. Also, maps and

schedule and fare boards should be installed to serve

travellers who require only general information. The

booth attendants could help those persons having
specific needs. The problems with these booths now is

their location. Most people needing ground
transportation are downstairs, and these booths are on

the upper level.

3. Move the livery booth out of the terminals. Replace the

booth with a call board similar to the one presently in

place for hotel courtesy cars. Each phone would be a

direct line to the particular livery dispatcher. Livery
service rates would be listed next to the company phones.

These three recommendations will reduce if not eliminate many of the

livery problems in the following ways:
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1. 3y licensing liveries (and other vehicles serving
O'Hare) the City has immediate and effective recourse
against passengers' complaints of fare gouging: the
O'Hare use license can be suspended for 1 day, 1 week, 1

month, etc. Because the O'Hare livery business is

highly lucrative such a suspension will have far more
deterrent value than a mere $50 fine.

2. The license will produce revenue to staff the
information booths, pay the taxi starters, and provide
other ground passenger services. Charging an airport
use fee is common in most major airports; a telephone
survey of the country's nine largest airports found that
eight imposed some type of fee for taxis operating at

the airport.

3. The information booths can "educate the consumer", which
will eliminate much of the potential for fare gouging
and other types of fraud. If passengers know what they
want, how much the fare is in advance and what their
other options are, solicitation and dishonest pricing
become more difficult.

4. Moving the livery booths out of the terminal further
reduces the opportunity for soliciting.

5.2 Improved Dispatching and Scheduling of Airport and Courtesy Puses

A major cause of congestion on the lower level inner public transportation
roadway is the high frequency and number of courtesy vehicles operated by car

rental firms. Also, contributing to congestion are the Continental Air

Transport buses that often block the inner roadway when they load. The

problems resulting from these vehicles and their loading practices were
detailed in Section 2.1.

It is recommended that the Department of Aviation place a limit on the

number and frequency of courtesy vehicles operated by the various car rental

companies. A more detailed analysis will be required to determine an optimum
number of vehicles that will provide adequate service for car renters, while
avoiding the oversupply that occurs now.

The Department of Aviation should also restrict the number of Continental
buses that can stand at one time in the loading zone. Presently, as many as

four buses try to enter the loading zone at once: two can fit into the curb
lane zone; and two block the outside lane. The bus pool should be prohibited
from dispatching more than two buses to a loading zone at any one time.

5.3 Allowing Suburban Taxi Staging Rights

As noted in Section 2.2 over 60% of the air passengers departing from
O'Hare came to the airport from a suburban location, yet only 36% of the taxi

riders had suburban destinations. This discrepancy is probably due in large

part to the severe restrictions placed on suburban taxis.
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Currently the suburban taxis are not allowed make pickups at O'Hare unless
the trip is prearranged. If the passenger has not told the taxi operator
exactly where he will meet the taxi driver, then the driver must park in the
ramp, enter the terminal, locate the passenger and either carry the baggage to

the ramp or make the passenger meet him at one of the lower level "No Parking"
zones. In any case, this is a time consuming and yery inconvenient process,
and often the driver and passenger don't even get together.

Conversely, suburban liveries are provided a staging area, a booth and

several telephone lines through which business can be conducted. Soliciting by

liveries is tolerated.

The licensing of suburban taxis to operate at O'Hare without advanced
reservation should generally improve service for passengers. Presumably, fares
would be lower without the additional 50% fee charged by Chicago taxis and the
quality of service improved because suburban taxi drivers are more familiar
with the suburban area than are Chicago taxi drivers.

Several significant problems could result from the licensing of suburban
taxis at O'Hare. First, the mechanics of staging the taxis in a pool and at a

taxi stand would be difficult. Providing space in the often full pool would be

difficult. If licensing is implemented a separate suburban taxi pool could be

established in another location on the airport property. Also, the suburban
taxis would only pick up suburban fares. Because the persons queued at the
taxi stand have various destinations, it would be difficult to match them with
the appropriate taxi, Chicago or suburban. Second, suburban taxis taking fares
to suburbs in which they are not licensed or registeredd may not be allowed to

pick up a return fare. This would result in increased deadheading. Finally,
and perhaps most significantly, if the O'Hare suburban taxi market proved to

be lucrative, it is conceivable that many suburban taxis would concentrate at

O'Hare, reducing the already low level of taxi service in many suburbs..
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Share-A-Cab

Share-A-Cab is a flat fare taxi service with all tolls and other fees in-

cluded. You share a cab with others going your way. Costs are about

50 percent of normal fares and service is guaranteed within 15

minutes. Check Share-A-Cab booths in all baggage claim areas to

request service.

$13.70 Hanover 516.10 Peabody $11.05

16.70 Hanson 16.70 Pembroke 17.30

22.45 Harvard 20.30 Plainville 19.70

14.65 Haverhill 20.65 Plympton 23.30

7.10 Hingham 11.30 Quincy 7.70

15.20 Holbrook 12.20 Randolph 11.90

11.90 Holliston 16.90 Reading 9.25

23.90 Hopkinton 18.10 Revere 3.25

11.30 Hudson 20.50 Rockland 14.30

20.90 Hull 14.30 Rockport 23.95

7.70 Ipswich 15.85 Rowley 17.65

22.90 Kingston 21.50 Salem 8.65

11.05 Lawrence 17.65 Salisbury 21.85

12.85 Lexington 10.10 Saugus 5.65

20.90 Lincoln 12.50 Scituate 16.10

18.50 Littleton 18.50 Sharon 14.90

16.45 Lowell 19.15 Sherborn 14.00

9.50 Lynn 5.05 Somerville 4.10

17.90 Lynnfield 8.05 Southboro 19.30

14.90 Maiden 5.65 Stoneham 8.95

5.90 Manchester 16.75 Stoughton 12.50

11.05 Mansfield 17.90 Stow 16.70

5.30 Marblehead 11.05 Sudbury 14.60

13.10 Marlborough 19.30 Swampscott 8.35

16.70 Marshfield 19.10 Tewksbury 15.25

16.45 Maynard 14.90 Topsfield 12.25

2.35 Medfield 15.80 Wakefield 7.45

13.70 Medford 5.30 Walpole 13.70

13.70 Medway 15.80 Waltham 9.80

11.35 Melrose 5.65 Watertown 7.10

10.10 Merrimack 21.85 Wayland 11.60

12.10 Methuen 18.00 Wellesley 10.70

21.50 Middleton 14.05 Wenham 12.85

Millford 19.40 Westboro 22.00

16.70 Millis 14.90 West

6.20 Milton 7.40 Bridgewater 16.70

18.50 Nahant 8.05 Westford 19.70

19.45 Natick 13.20 W. Newbury 21.85

4.15 Needham 11.60 Weston 8.25

17.30 Newbury 19.15 Westwood 10.70

15.10 Newburyport 20.05 Weymouth 10.70

20.90 Newton 8.60 Whitman 15.20

16.45 Norfolk 17.90 Wilmington 11.05

19.15 No. Andover 19.15 Winchester 7.15

17.65 No. Quincy 5.90 Winthrop 2.95

21.20 No. Reading 10.70 Woburn 8.95

16.45 Norwell

Norwood
15.20

11.60

Wrentham 19.70

Notice To Passengers
Group Ride Taxi Service Available

In New York City Effective July 24th

Monday to Friday, 7:30 A.M. — 10:30 P.M.

Effective Tuesday, July 24, 1979 there will be a

group ride taxi program available at a reduced

fare from the Eastern Airlines Shuttle Terminal at

LaGuardia Airport to all parts of Manhattan

below 60th Street. This service will b provided

by licensed New York City medallion (yellow)

taxicabs, and offers a substantial savings for

taxi-riding passengers of the Eastern Airlines

Shuttle travelling to Manhattan.

Vouchers may be purchased at the Group
Taxicab Ride Desk located at the taxicab

dispatch line at a flat rate. per passenger as

shown on the rate schedule below. A dispatcher

outside the terminal building will assign you,

along with two other passengers, to a cab which

will take you to your exact destination within the

Zone for which you have purchased a voucher.

The voucher which will be given to you should

be handed over to the driver upon completion

of your trip as payment for the ride. PLEASE
NOTE: this voucher does not include any gra-

tuity for the driver, or bridge or tunnel toll.

Because the laws governing taxicabs in the City

of New York require that a taxi meter be in opera-

tion at all times when a passenger is in a taxicab

within the city limits, the driver will turn the

meter on at the beginning of your trip. However
-DO NOT PAY THE RATE SHOWN ON THE
METER. Please ignore the meter completely and

simply give the driver the voucher which you
have purchased for the group ride.

Zone A 23rd St. -60th St., East Side

$5.00 per passenger

Zone B 23rd St.-60th St., West Side

$6.00 per passenger

Zone C Battery to 23rd St., River to River

$6.00 per passenger

GROUPS CONSIST OF MINIMUM OF THREE
OR MAXIMUM OF 4 PASSENGERS

Note: Tips and Tolls not included.

For further information call 784-4343

BOSTON LOGAN AIRPORT

BROCHURE

NEW YORK LaGUARDIA

BROCHURE
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SAVE YOUR VALUABLE TIME !

TAKE A GROUP TAXI RIDE TO THE AIRPORT -

FAST, ON-DEMAND SERVICE !

BEGINNING JUNE 23RD
GROUP RIDES DEPART FROM:

1. 55 Water Street (operating hours 2:00 - 6:00 P.M.)

2. Five World Trade Center - Church & Vesey Streets (12 Noon - 6:00 P

RATE OF FARE STRUCTURE: (Tips and tolls not included)

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

1

.M.)H

Destination #of
passengers

group rate

per passenger
Average meter

fare

potential, savings to

each passenger

La Guardia 3

2

$ 7.00

10.00
$16.50
16.50

$ 9.50
6.50

JFK 3

2

12.00
16.00

29.00
29.00

17.00
13.00

Newark 3

2

13.00

17,50

39.00*
39.00

26.00
21.50

^Average meter fare for Newark Airport reflects double the meter reading, as required

by Taxi and Limousine Commission regulations for out-of-town trips.

ALL FARES BASED ON DROP-OFF AT PASSENGERS' EXACT DESTINATION - I.E.,
TERMINAL OF CHOICE AT THE AIRPORT.

See the Dispatcher at either of the above locations; he will form a group for you and give you
a receipt for your fare when he loads the taxicab.

For further information, call Taxicab Dispatch Service , Inc. - 784-4343
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cSRDUP TRh.
RIDINGPROGRAM
from:I I

1
-
55 Water street (2:0°—6:00 PM -)

2. 5 World Trade Center— Church and Vesey

to: Kennedy, LaGuardia, and Newark Airports

KRVicconDcmflnD
GO DOOR TODOOR

of Rate Per Average Savings to

Passengers Passenger Meter Rate Passenger

LaGuardia
3 $ 700 $1650 $ 95°Lavauaraia
2 $100() $165Q $ 65Q

Kennedv 3 $1200 $2900 $170°ivenneay
2 $1600 $2goo $130Q

Newark 3 $1300 $3900 S260°NewarK
2 $175Q S3QQQ $21 5Q

AVAILABLE EVERY BUSINESS DAY 2:00-6:00 P.M.—SEE DISPATCHER AT SITE



SHARE A TAXI FROM O'HARE
To the

Following Chicago Areas

LOOP

NEAR NORTH

GOLD COAST

- Pjf

"9W

GOLD COAST
ZONE

NEAR NORTH
ZONE

LOOP ZONE

Map • O'HARE SHARED TAXI

RIDING ZONES

SEE DISPATCHER AT THE TERMINAL THREE SHARED TAXI STAND

ALSO ASK ABOUT DOWNTOWN SHARED RIDING-

ONLY $1 .25 PER RIDER IN ONE OF THE ABOVE ZONES

AND $.50 EXTRA FOR EACH ADDITIONAL ZONE



I . EXCLUSIVE RIDE SERVICE

AVAILABLE AT METERED RATES TO CHICAGO AND THE FOLLOWING SUBURBS:

BEDFORD PARK
BLUE ISLAND
BURNHAM
CALUMET CITY

CICERO
DOLTON

ELMWOOD PARK
EVANSTON
EVERGREEN PARK
FOREST VIEW

HOMETOWN
LINCOLNWOOD
MERIONETTE PARK
NILES

HARWOOD HEIGHTS NORRIDGE
HINES HOSPITAL OAK LAWN

OAK PARK
PARK RIDGE
RIVERDALE
RIVER GROVE
STICKNEY
SUMMIT

ONE AND ONE-HALF METERED RATE TO OTHER SUBURBS.

II. SHARED RIDI NG SERVICE

AVAILABLE TO CHICAGO LOOP, NEAR
NORTH AND GOLD COAST ZONES (See Map)

FOR FLAT RATE OF $1 1 .00 PER PERSON,

FROM TERMINAL THREE LOWER LEVEL

III. LIVERY SERVICE

LIVERY ARRANGEMENTS SHOULD BE MADE
THROUGH THE PHONES AT THE LIVERY

CALL BOARDS LOCATED AT

RULES AND REGULATIONS

I. DRIVERS CANNOT REFUSE SERVICE TO ANYONE.

II . TAXI AND LIVERY OPERATORS CANNOT SOLICIT PASSENGERS

ANYWHERE ON AIRPORT PROPERTY.

III. TAXIS AND LIVERIES CAN LOAD PASSENGERS ONLY IN

LOWER LEVEL LOADING ZONES

IV. LIVERY FARES ARE NEGOTIABLE

V. SHARED RIDING RULES:

MINIUM OF 2 RIDERS

MAXIMUM OF 3 RIDERS

TWO RIDERS CAN WAIT A MAXIMUM OF 10 MINUTES FOR
A THIRD RIDER

GOLD COAST
ZONE

NEAR NORTH
ZONE

LOOP ZONE








